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————————————————————————————
We want to know how we are doing!
It’s our priority to ensure we are providing meaningful
restorative resources each month. Help us continue to grow
and evolve our meetings by sharing what you find useful, new
ideas/topics, etc.
Parents of Murdered
Children National Office –
Cincinnati, OH
Caption Here

Email: POMCColorado@gmail.com
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Contact Us
Phil Clark - Leader
303-748-6395
POMCColorado@gmail.com
Tiffany Starrett - Treasurer
303-601-2416
trstarrett@comcast.net
Juli Jenicek - Secretary
720-666-2993
Julie Rudnick – Board Member
720-822-6551
Andy Starrett – Board Member
303-601-4165
Joe Cannata – Resource
303-345-7301
kaknota@aol.com
Kaye Cannata – Resource
720-366-4165
kaknota@aol.com

“You Are Not Alone”

www.colorado-pomc.org
The Mission of POMC:

POMC makes the difference through on-going emotional support,
education, prevention, advocacy, and awareness.

“We Are Here to Help”
•

To support persons who survive the violent death of someone
close as they seek to recover.

•

To provide contact with similarly bereaved persons and
establish self-help groups that meet regularly.

•

To provide information about the grieving process and the
criminal justice system as they pertain to survivors of a
homicide victim.

•

To communicate with professionals in the helping fields about
the problems faced by those surviving a homicide victim.

POMC National Office
635 W 7th Street, Suite 104
Cincinnati, OH 45203
Email: natlpomc@pomc.org
Website: www.pomc.org
Office: (513) 721-5683
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Love Gifts
Thank you from our
Chapter for the following
donation in honor of their
loved one…
Juliette Strauss in honor of
Chelsea Strauss

Comfort Corner
5 Realistic New Year’s Resolutions for Coping With Complicated Grief
December 27, 2019, Mary Ellen Ellis Bridges
Complicated grief is a difficult mental health issue that causes normal
symptoms of grief to persist and become debilitating. The new year can
be a hopeful time for anyone, even those struggling with this difficult
condition. Consider resolutions for better mental health and goals that
are positive, productive, and realistic. Committing to get professional
support, relying on others for help, and focusing energy on creative
endeavors are all reasonable ways to start the new year with a more
hopeful outlook for recovery from complicated grief.
While complicated grief is not currently an official mental health
diagnosis, many professionals recognize and treat it. If you have been
struggling to get over the loss of a loved one for a year or more and
can’t find joy in life without them, you may be experiencing complicated
grief. The new year is a great time to take inspiration from new
beginnings. Commit to making positive changes with these realistic and
reasonable resolutions focused on recovering from grief.
What Is Complicated Grief?
Complicated grief means being unable to function or move on in a
reasonable amount of time after the loss of a loved one. Grief is natural,
and to struggle for a time is perfectly normal. But when your grief is
debilitating, persists for more than a year, and prevents you from
functioning normally or enjoying life, you could be diagnosed with
complicated grief.
Some of the signs and symptoms of complicated grief include:
• Intense feelings of loss, sorrow, and pain
• Fixating on the loss
• Being unable to function normally
• Feeling numb or detached from the world
• Intensely focusing on or avoiding reminders of the loss
• Being unable to accept the loss
• Feeling as if life is no longer enjoyable or has no purpose
• Social isolation
• Wishing to die to be with a loved one
It Is Possible to Recover From Complicated Grief
There is hope if you struggle with this condition. Treatment is effective
and is based on therapies and sometimes medications used for
depression and trauma disorders. Therapy is the main focus of
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treatment, and for some people it helps to go to a residential facility to
work on processing the loss and recovering from it. If you have been
struggling with the loss of a loved one, consider these steps you can
take in the coming year to begin to be able to enjoy life again.
1. Commit to Getting Treatment.
The best way to cope with, manage, and overcome complicated grief is
with dedicated, expert, and professional treatment. For your own
health and wellness, for your relationships and the ones you love, and
for recovery, the most useful resolution you can make and keep is to try
therapy or even residential care.
Complicated grief is a lot like trauma. The loss of a loved one is always
difficult, but for some people it is a traumatic experience. If you have
complicated grief, you are struggling with a type of trauma. Treatments
that focus on identifying, processing, and managing trauma and
traumatic memories can be a huge help.
Researchers have found that treatment with therapy that focuses both
on grief and trauma can be helpful. Therapists who provide this type of
care will help you manage stress, process difficult feelings, make
positive behavioral changes, and re-engage with the world through the
development of interpersonal skills.
2. Build Up Your Social Network.
There are many risk factors for developing complicated grief. Any loss
can lead to this condition, but some people are more susceptible than
others. One important risk factor is being socially isolated or having a
limited social support network.
Even if you feel as if you have people around who care for and support
you, there are always benefits to strengthening that network. Resolve
to actively develop your close relationships with the people you trust.
Also make a point to spend more time with friends, to meet new
people, and to be socially active and engaged. Having a strong social life
and having people you can talk to about your struggles will help you
heal more quickly from complicated grief.
3. Work on Your Physical Health.
Being physically healthy is important for good mental health. This
doesn’t necessarily mean making big, unrealistic resolutions like eating
perfectly, running a marathon, or losing a large amount of weight. Make
small changes to improve your health, and little by little you will feel
better physically, which in turn will help you better cope with grief and
other negative emotions.
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Some easy, reasonable resolutions you can make for your health
include: taking a walk every day, going to bed earlier every night,
cutting down on sugar or caffeine, going to your doctor for a physical, or
joining a sports team or gym. Physical health resolutions pair
particularly well with social resolutions. Find a friend or family member
with similar goals and work together to hold each other accountable.
4. Join a Support Group.
Social support from loved ones can provide you with a great sense of
relief and speed your healing. But they don’t necessarily understand
what you’re experiencing. A support group can be a powerful healing
tool, because it allows you to benefit from the experiences of others
who are in a similar position.
Look for support groups for grief in general. You will likely meet some
other people who are going through complicated grief. You may find
support groups at your local church or other religious organization, at a
community center, through your therapist or doctor, or even online.
5. Start a Creative Hobby.
With something as difficult as intense grief, expression can be
challenging. It may seem as if words cannot possibly describe how you
feel or what you are trying to cope with and process. Art and creativity
can help you express those feelings more productively.
Many treatment programs for complicated grief, trauma, and other
mental illnesses make use of creative therapies to help the healing
process. Trained therapists use art, music, dance, writing, and other
creative activities to help patients face, cope with, and manage negative
emotions. Studies have proven that creative activities can reduce
distress, depression, and anxiety, and improve functioning in people
struggling with grief.
Working with a therapist is a great idea, but you’ll also get some
benefits by resolving to take up any creative endeavor in the new year.
Take a painting class; learn photography; journal or write short stories;
take music lessons; and do anything creative, even coloring.
Complicated grief is difficult. It may feel as if you will never get past this,
but there is hope. Use these resolutions to make positive changes in the
coming year. Above all, if you are not coping, if you are not healing,
functioning, or recovering, seek professional mental health treatment.
This condition is treatable.
Click the Website Link for more information:
https://www.bridgestorecovery.com/blog/5-realistic-new-yearsresolutions-for-coping-with-complicated-grief/
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Donations
Love Gifts provide
restorative resources for
the participants of the
Colorado Front Range
Chapter.
Make Checks Payable to:
POMC
18121 E. Hampden Ave
Unit C #145
AURORA, CO 80013
PAYPAL ACCOUNT:
pomccolorado@gmail.com
Donations are
tax-deductible.
Federal ID: 31-1023437
*If you wish to be
acknowledged in the
POMC newsletter, please
ADD A DONOR NAME in
the FOR section of your
check or ADD A NOTE if
donating by PAYPAL.
Acknowledgements are
located on Page 3.

Mindful Meme
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Trials & Hearings

Ongoing Hope
If you have a story, you’d like share…

Member Experiences…
None currently

Email: POMCColorado@gmail.com
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Forever In Our
Hearts
We apologize if we have
missed any dates or they
were posted incorrectly.
Please Email:
POMCColorado@gmail.com
and we will update our
records accordingly.
Thank you!

Birthdays Remembered
Jan Mariano
Sarah Robinson
Neal Eldrenkamp
Lori Jean Burritt
Alan Friedman
Thad "T.J." Tigges
Lisa Mosebar Atteberry
Marlon Horton
Angie Fite
Judy Gushard
Mitch Anderson
Ricky Bobian
Zoey Espinoza
Heather Moore
Jacine Gielinski
Carrie Lee Gonzales
Jason Paiz
Aaron Richart
Bailey Davidson
Isaiah Vialpando
Dylan Gushard
Bryan D. Lusk
Cameron Weaver
Javad Marshall-Fields
Leah Mandell
Maitreya Byrd

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
5
6
9
9
10
10
11
11
11
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
20
20
21
24
29
29
29
29

1952
1985
1959
1953
1951
1968
1982
1984
1970
1945
1975
1974
2003
1974
1975
1957
1979
1978
2005
1995
1971
1976
1989
1983
1972
1985
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Forever In Our
Hearts
We apologize if we have
missed any dates or they
were posted incorrectly.
Please Email:
POMCColorado@gmail.com
and we will update our
records accordingly.
Thank you!

In Memoriam
Ashley Raguindin
Brad Amack
Jordan Shuford
Michael Cates
Phillip McCain
Shuf ord
Tif f Vainey 5th
Conrad Duran
Robert Mejia
Cindi Talor
Christa Benton
Steven Johnson
Mary Rogers
Marquis Garcia
David Gonzales Shuker
Elvin Landrum
Gina Padilla
Cameron Weaver
Gary Clark
Jolene Romero
Kimberlie Rose Urstadt
Ryan C. McDaniel
Josh Harman
Traivon Williams
Eric Martinez
Jamie Paine
Craig Jackman
John Flores
Nate Tallman
Nick Thelley
Page Ten Brook
Chris Mains
Thad "T.J." Tigges
Garry Gene Bailey
Robert Hayden
Drake Smith
Edward Gomez (Martinez)
James Springer Jr
Dylan Gushard
Judy Gushard
Vanessa Gushard

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
14
15
16
16
18
19
20
20
21
21
21
23
23
25
25
26
26
27
27
27
30
30
30

2012
1998
2002
1994
1994
2002
2006
2010
2004
1996
2016
1995
2001
2017
2004
1996
1996
2013
1988
1994
2011
1996
1999
2020
2001
1997
1981
1989
2014
2004
1997
1999
2001
1996
1999
2018
1997
2002
1987
1987
1987
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Hybrid
Information

Monthly Meetings

Want to attend via Zoom?
No problem!
Email:
POMCColorado@gmail.com
to receive your invite.

For Year: 2022

See you then!

Additional
Information
This newsletter is published
monthly by volunteers and
it is the official publication
of the Front Range Chapter
of POMC. Articles, poems,
recipes, and letters from
members are welcomed.
Email:
POMCColorado@gmail.com.

Support meetings are held the 3rd Saturday of every month
at 7:00 PM. (Doors close at 7:15)

January 15*
February 19
March 19*
April 167
May 21*
June 18
July 16*
August 20
September 17*
October 15
November 19*
December 17
*Board meetings begin at 5:30 PM

Note: They may be edited
for length and conciseness.
P.S. We’d love your
feedback! Email:
POMCColorado@gmail.com
with comments and
suggestions.

We meet in Suite 508-B of the Empire Park Building B at
1325 South Colorado Blvd in Denver. Parking is in the back.

